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Polyandry and non-random fertilisation maintain long-term
genetic diversity in an isolated island population of adders
(Vipera berus)
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Conservation genetic theory suggests that small and isolated populations should be subject to reduced genetic diversity i.e.,
heterozygosity and allelic diversity. Our 34 years study of an isolated island population of adders (Vipera berus) in southern Sweden
challenges this notion. Despite a lack of gene flow and a yearly mean estimated reproductive adult population size of only 65 adult
adders (range 12–171), the population maintains high levels of heterozygosity and allelic diversity similar to that observed in two
mainland populations. Even a 14-year major “bottleneck” i.e., a reduction in adult adder numbers, encompassing at least four adder
generations, did not result in any reduction in the island adders’ heterozygosity and allelic diversity. Female adders are
polyandrous, and fertilisation is non-random, which our empirical data and modelling suggest are underpinning the maintenance
of the population’s high level of heterozygosity. Our empirical results and subsequent modelling suggest that the positive genetic
effects of polyandry in combination with non-random fertilisation, often overlooked in conservation genetic analyses, deserve
greater consideration when predicting long-term survival of small and isolated populations.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last century, the combination of anthropogenic
degradation of natural habitats and the deleterious effects of
climate change have resulted in exceedingly isolated and
fragmented habitats causing a significant decrease in the
population size of numerous organisms and a dramatic loss in
global biodiversity (Brook et al. 2008; Pimm et al. 2014; Newbold
et al. 2016; Spooner et al. 2018). A severe reduction in population
size will frequently result in a major loss of genetic diversity which
in turn has been shown to increase the risk of inbreeding
depression, resulting in decreased fertility as well as offspring
survival and a concomitant increased risk of extinction (Charles-
worth and Charlesworth 1987; Roelke et al. 1993; Madsen et al.
1996; Saccheri et al. 1998; Ujvari et al. 2002; Frankham 2005a;
Hedrick et al. 2019; Kyriazis et al. 2020).
Population genetic diversity (expected heterozygosity) as well

as population genotypic diversity (observed heterozygosity) have,
however, been shown not only to be affected by population size
but also by the species’ social structure (Parreira and Chikhia
2015). Species living in socially structured populations may
maintain high levels of genetic genotypic diversity without
invoking sex-biased dispersal or inbreeding avoidance mechan-
isms (Parreira and Chikhia 2015; Parriera et al. 2020). Another
factor, similarly not related to population size, affecting hetero-
zygosity is the genetic effect of assortative mating, a phenomenon
recorded in numerous species, as reviewed by Jiang et al. (2013).

Positive assortative mating refers to individuals mating with
individuals with similar phenotype/genotype to their own,
whereas negative assortative mating, also referred to as disas-
sortative mating, refers to individuals mating with individuals with
dissimilar phenotype/genotype to their own (Jiang et al. 2013).
Positive assortative mating may lead to a decrease in hetero-
zygosity, whereas negative assortative mating may result in
increased heterozygosity (Jiang et al. 2013; Hedrick et al. 2018).
Similar to negative assortative mating, polyandry (females

mating with multiple partners) can result in increased population
genetic diversity (Lewis et al. 2020). Importantly, polyandry may
also enhance female fitness (Madsen et al. 1992, 2005; Jennions
and Petrie 2000; Tregenza and Wedell 2002; Fisher et al. 2006;
Firman and Simmons 2008; Slatyer et al. 2012; Rosengrave et al.
2016; Vuarin et al. 2019; see Supplementary Information for
additional references S1–S14, but see Madsen 2011; Ashby and
Gupta 2013). The potential positive effects of polyandry have been
suggested to arise from enhanced fertilisation success of
genetically more divergent males, which has been recorded in
numerous organisms (Olsson et al. 1996, 1997; Vacquier 1998;
Palumbi 1999; Bonneaud et al. 2006; Palumbi 2009; Gasparini and
Pilastro 2011; Evans and Sherman 2013; Løvlie et al. 2013;
Gasparini and Evans 2018; Zhang et al. 2020; Madsen et al.
2020) (see Supplementary Information for additional references
S15–S36) including humans (Fitzpatrick et al. 2020). This enhanced
fertilisation success of genetically more divergent males has been
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referred to as “cryptic female choice” (Eberhard 1996). As several
mechanisms have been suggested to underpin this process, such
as sperm motility as well as ova-sperm interactions, reviewed by
Firman et al. (2017), we refer to these processes as “non-random
fertilisation”.
Based on a long-term study spanning 34 years (1984–2017), we

show that a small isolated population of adders (Vipera berus), on
the Swedish island of Hallands Väderö has been able to retain
high levels of heterozygosity and allelic diversity despite the
absence of recent gene flow and being subjected to a major long-
term reduction in numbers (population bottleneck) spanning at
least four adder generations. In the present study we compare this
island’s adder population’s level of heterozygosity and allelic
diversity with an adjacent mainland population and a second
mainland population subjected to genetic rescue in 1992 that in
the subsequent 26 years resulted in a rapid increase in
heterozygosity (Madsen et al. 2020, see “Materials and methods”
for further information). Importantly, our analyses show no
admixture among the populations, which strongly suggests that
the high levels of heterozygosity and allelic diversity in the island
population were not caused by gene flow from the adjacent
mainland. Instead, both our empirical data (Madsen et al.
1992, 1996, 2020; Olsson and Madsen 2001) and the results from
our subsequent modelling suggest that polyandry in combination
with non-random fertilisation, so far not considered in previous
conservation genetic theory/analyses, may underpin how the
population has been able to maintain its high level of hetero-
zygosity despite its small population size and long-term isolation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study sites and species
Hallands Väderö, henceforth HV (56.2635oN and 12.3342oE) is an island
with an area of 3.1 km2 situated in south-western Sweden (see
Supplementary Information Fig. S1). HV has been isolated from the
mainland for at least 6000 years and has been a nature reserve since 1958
(Ekstam and Forshed 2010). The long-term isolation from the mainland is
indicated by the presence of only one amphibian, the smooth newt
(Lissotriton vulgaris) on the island, compared with four abundant
amphibians, the common frog (Rana temporaria), moor frog (R. arvalis),
common toad (Bufo bufo) and the crested newt (Trirurus cristatus), on the
adjacent mainland (Andrén and Nilsson 1979) (and pers.obs.) The second
study site, Torekov (56.4236° N, 12.6273° E), is situated on the mainland,
3 km from HV and the third study site, Smygehuk (55.3385° N, 13.3598° E)
is situated in the southernmost part of Sweden ~130 km south of HV and
Torekov (see Supplementary Information Fig. S1).
The Torekov study site was used to investigate possible gene flow

between HV and the adjacent mainland as well as to compare the adders’
heterozygosity and allelic diversity relative to that of HV. The Smygehuk
study site was incorporated into the present study as the local adder
population was subject to genetic rescue in 1992, which in the subsequent
26 years resulted in a rapid increase in offspring viability, heterozygosity
and a concomitant increase in adder numbers (Madsen et al. 2020). In
comparison, the Smygehuk population provides a reference for a
population with high levels of heterozygosity and allelic diversity.
Adders are small venomous snakes widely distributed through Europe

and Asia, where females normally grow to 65 cm snout-vent length and
males to 55 cm (Arnold and Burton 1978). Our previous studies show that
adder generation time is 3 years (Madsen and Shine 1994) and that female
adders are polyandrous, mating with on average 3.7 different males during
their spring reproductive period (Madsen et al. 1992). Importantly, our
previous studies also show that fertilisation is non-random (Madsen et al.
1992, 1996, 2020; Olsson and Madsen 2001). Female adders are viviparous
and, in southern Sweden, give birth to a mean brood size of 9.2 of which,
on average, 2 survive to a reproductive age (Madsen and Shine 1994).

Field work and estimates of annual abundance
Each year the island of HV was visited on two separate occasions during
cold but sunny days in March to early April. Sampling effort was consistent
across years and the same standardised routes covering optimal adder
habitats, i.e. the edges of thick stands of blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) and

juniper (Juniperus communis) bushes and the adjacent meadows were used
throughout the study. Although the island has a total area of 3.1 km2 based
on our long-term field work with adders, spanning more than 40 years
(Madsen et al. 2020, 2022), in early spring only a fraction (about 10%) of
the island is an optimal adder habitat. During this time of the year the
snakes are confined close to the edges of the dense bushes and the
adjacent grassy meadows. Moreover, due to the low ambient temperatures
in early spring, the adult male adders are exposed to the sun for most of
the day, greatly facilitating them being captured. We are therefore
convinced that each year of the study most of the adult males were indeed
captured. Time between visits ranged from 7 to 14 days. From 1984 to
2017, 357 adult males were individually marked by ventral scale clipping
while we also recorded body mass and body length. In late February to
early March, adult male adders emerge from hibernation at low ambient
temperatures to bask in sun exposed microhabitats, which facilitates their
capture (Madsen et al. 2020). Our estimates of HV adder numbers are
therefore based on adult males. The adult sex ratio of adders is close to 1:1
(Madsen and Shine 1994). However, as females on average reproduce only
every second year, the mean operational sex ratio is male biased.
Consequently, the mean proportion of males to reproductive females is
0.667 males vs. 0.333 reproductive females (Madsen and Shine 1993;
Bauwens and Claus 2019). We therefore calculated the reproductive adder
population size as: total number of reproductive adders= 1.5 × estimated
number of adult males.
The POPAN-formulation (Schwarz and Arnason 1996) of the Cormack-Jolly-

Seber capture-recapture method (Lebreton et al. 1992; Cooch and White
2015) was used to estimate yearly abundance of adult males. The original
daily capture data were collapsed into yearly intervals, such that the
encounter history file included for each individual snake one 1/0 (=
captured/not-captured) entry per year of study (1984–2017). Models were
built that included different combinations of either constant or time-
dependent (i.e., among year) probabilities of capture, survival and entrance
into the population. We used an information theoretic approach to rank the
models according to the sample-size adjusted Akaike’s Information Criterion
(Burnham and Anderson 2002; Anderson 2008). All models were fitted using
maximum-likelihood methods implemented in programme MARK (Cooch
and White 2015; White and Burnham 1999) through the RMark interface
package (Laake and Rexstad 2015) in R v4.0.2 (R Core Team 2014). All
modelling specifications, including adjustments for different interval length
between successive years, follow procedures outlined in Laake and Rexstad
(2015). For further information see Supplementary Information in Table S1.

Genetic samples
In both 1996 and 2017, 18 adders were blood sampled on HV. In 2019 and
2020 a total of 12 samples were obtained from the adjacent mainland in
Torekov. In both 2005 and 2017, 18 adders were obtained from the third
mainland population in Smygehuk. The blood samples were stored in 70%
ethanol and DNA was isolated by phenol–chloroform extraction. The
samples’ sizes fulfil the numbers to be used based on single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) to make robust estimates of genetic diversity
(Nazareno et al 2017).
Studies in other species have failed to detect evidence of non-random

fertilisation (Fleishman and Sakaluk 2004; Denk et al. 2005; Simmons et al.
2006; Bos et al. 2009; Ala-Honkola et al. 2011; Mongue et al. 2014; Huang
and Pemberton 2021). The discrepancy in the results from these studies
compared with those mentioned earlier in the introduction that did, may
to a certain extent be due to the molecular markers used. For example, in
mouse lemurs (Microcebus murinus) the effect of inbreeding avoidance
along with disassortative mate choice was observed at MHC class II at the
DRB gene, but not at the DQB gene (Huchard et al. 2013). In the present
study we therefore used SNP markers that enable genome-wide analyses
of genetic diversity (e.g. Morin et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2014).
Sequencing for SNP genotyping was performed by DArTseqTM (DArT Pty

Ltd, Canberra), after complexity reduction using a combination of
restriction enzymes. For fragment size selection and next generation
sequencing details, see Kilian et al. (2012) and Georges et al. (2018). To
achieve the most appropriate complexity reduction (the fraction of the
genome represented, controlling average read depth and number of
polymorphic loci), four combinations of restriction enzymes (Pstl enzyme
combined with either Hpall, Sphl, Nspl or Msel) were evaluated and the
restriction enzyme combination of Pstl (recognition sequence 5’-CTGCA|G-
3’) and Sphl (5’-GCATG|C-3’) was selected.
Only fragments generated by the Psti-Sphl double digest were

effectively amplified in 30 rounds of polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
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Amplifications consisted of an initial denaturation step of 94 °C for 1 min,
followed by 30 cycles of PCR with the following temperature profile:
denaturation at 94 °C for 20 s, annealing at 58 °C for 30 s and extension at
72 °C for 45 s, with an additional final extension at 72 °C for 7 min. After
PCR, equimolar amounts of amplification products from each sample were
pooled and applied to cBot (lllumina) bridge PCR for sequencing on the
lllumina Hiseq 2500. The sequencing (single end) was run for 77 cycles.
Sequences generated from each lane were processed using proprietary

DArT Pty Ltd analytical pipelines as described by Georges et al. (2018). In
particular, one third of samples were processed twice from DNA, using
independent adaptors, to allelic calls as technical replicates, and scoring
consistency (repeatability) was used as the main selection criterion for high
quality/low error rate markers. The resultant data set contained the SNP
genotypes and various associated metadata of which CloneiD (unique
identity of the sequence tag for a locus), repAvg (proportion of technical
replicate assay pairs for which the marker score is identical), CallRate
(proportion of individuals scored at a particular locus) and SnpPosition
(position in the sequence tag at which the defined SNP variant base
occurs) used in our analyses.
The SNP data and associated metadata were read into a genlight object

(Jombart 2008) to facilitate processing with package dartR (Gruber et al.
2018). Only loci with 99% or greater repeatability (repAvg) were chosen for
subsequent analysis. Further filtering was undertaken on the basis of call
rate (95%). Finally, we filtered out secondary SNPs where they occurred in a
single sequenced tag, retaining only one SNP at random. This additional
filtering resulted in 7504 SNP markers for the 84 adders, and we regard the
data remaining after filtering to be highly reliable.

Visualisation of population genetic structure
Genetic similarity among individuals and populations was visualised using
ordination principal components analysis or PCA (Jolliffe 2002) as
implemented in the gl.pcoa and gl.pcoa.plot functions of dartR. A scree
plot of eigenvalues guided the number of informative axes to examine
(Jolliffe 2002), taken in the context of the average percentage variation
explained by the original variables (using the gl.pcoa.scree function in
dartR).

Genetic diversity
We estimated two complementary measures of genetic diversity, expected
heterozygosity and allelic diversity. We compared the expected hetero-
zygosity for each of the three populations based on allele frequencies in
the gl.report.heterozygosity function of dartR66. Pairwise comparisons of
expected heterozygosity among the three populations were analysed by
the gl.test.heterozygosity function in dartR (pairwise significance for each
comparison estimated by re-randomisation with 20,000 replicates).
Average allelic diversity is independent from estimates of allelic
frequencies and therefore an estimator of allelic diversity within a
population, though potentially biased if not corrected for sample sizes
due to missed rare alleles (Leberg 2002). Hence, we corrected for
differences in sample size, by down sampling estimates to the lowest
number of samples (i.e. Torekov N= 12), by randomly drawing 50 times 12
individuals from populations and then calculating allelic diversity for each
subsample. Calculations were performed using the gl.report.diversity
function in dartR (Gruber et al. 2018). Typically, heterozygosity estimates
based on both micro satellites and SNPs show that micro satellite
estimates are approximately twice as high as those obtained using SNPs
(Miller et al. 2014; Zimmerman et al. 2020).

Effective population size
The effective population size of the HV adders in 1996 and 2017 was
estimated based on molecular linkage disequilibrium estimated using the
bias-corrected method (Hill 1981; Waples 2006) (as implemented in
NeEstimator v2.1, Do et al. 2014). Confidence intervals were based on the
Jacknife methods, on individuals as implemented in NeEstimator.
To estimate the expected loss of heterozygosity during the 14-year

bottleneck (see below) we created a synthetic population with an initial
heterozygosity of 0.5 for 7504 loci (please note the initial amount of
heterozygosity and the number of loci do not matter, as we were
interested in the relative decline compared to the starting population) and
simulated the heterozygosity for our estimated Ne= 21 (see below), with
10,000 repeats with non-overlapping generations for 4 and 5 generations
(generation time 3 years, Madsen and Shine 1994) and extrapolated for 4.7
generations, which was determined as the length of the bottleneck (14

years/3). To make sure our estimate of Ne is not influencing our conclusion
that a significant loss during the bottleneck should have happened, we
assumed that our estimate of Ne= 21 was biased 50% low (which is the
maximal bias found by Waples et al. (2014) for a selection of 22 species),
we re-ran our simulation for an estimate of Ne= 42. We used function
gl.sim.ind as implemented in the dartR package, which generates future
generations based on the allele frequencies of individuals of the current
population (see Supplementary Information for the simulation code).

Modelling the temporal effects of polyandry and non-random
fertilisation on population genetic diversity
The aim of the model is to show how polyandry and non-random
fertilisation, whereby females favour sperm of genetically dissimilar mates
(Fig. 1), can assist in maintaining long-term genetic diversity in small
animal populations. The model is not meant to predict exact changes in
heterozygosity in a specific adder population, but rather meant to illustrate
the contribution that polyandry in combination with non-random
fertilisation can have on promoting and maintaining long-term genetic
diversity in small populations. The model is thus parsimonious and only
loosely parameterised, only roughly resembling a small population of
adders.
The model assumes:

(1) Random mating (Madsen et al. 1992).
(2) Reproduction is seasonal and takes place every year (Madsen and

Shine 1993, 1994; Bauwens and Claus 2019).
(3) Proportion of adult males is 0.667 (Madsen and Shine 1993;

Bauwens and Claus 2019).
(4) Each year all females copulate with four random males, following

findings of on average 3.7 different males per female (Madsen et al.
1992) and give birth to 9 offspring of which two survive till
reproductive age (Madsen and Shine 1994). While in reality
reproductive age is reached at 3 years of age on average (Madsen
and Shine 1994), for simplicity these 6 offspring enter the
reproducing population after 1 year.

(5) The chance of males fertilising eggs declines with their genetic
similarity to the female (Olsson et al. 1996).

(6) Mortality is random amongst adult individuals and is strictly density
dependent (i.e., it is tuned to keep the total reproductive population
size at 40 individuals).

(7) The model includes three levels of initial heterozygosity (i.e.,
low= 0.05, medium= 0.20 and high= 0.40). For further information
on the model, including model code, see supplementary
information.

RESULTS
Population dynamics
The most parsimonious model to estimate adult male annual
abundance assumed constant among year capture rates (see
Supplementary Information Table S1) which resulted in a
significant relationship between estimated adult male number

Fig. 1 Fertilisation success at three different levels of fertilisation
relationships (random, intermediate non-random fertilisation and
high non-random fertilisation) as a function of male–female
genetic similarity. Non-random high fertilisation is based on
empirical results from Olsson et al. (1996).
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and number captured (r2= 0.98, p < 0.0001, n= 22). The mean
annual number of adult males captured ranged from 4 in 1997 to
61 in 1984 (mean 23), annual adult male population size was
estimated to range from 8 in 1997 to 114 in 1984 (mean 43) and
estimated mean annual reproductive population size was
estimated to range from 12 in 1997 to 171 in 1984 (mean 65,
Fig. 2). Consequently, annual captures showed a substantial
among-year variation. This variation in numbers was due to the
number of adult males captured from 1984 to 1996 and in 2017
was significantly higher than during the 14 years from 1997 to
2010 (F1,21= 31.1, p < 0.0001, mean 33.1 vs. 10.4, respectively).

Genetic diversity and structure
Expected heterozygosity and allelic diversity analyses showed no
significant difference among the 1996 and 2017 HV samples
(Table 1). The expected heterozygosity of the HV adders was
significantly higher than that recorded in the Torekov population
on the adjacent mainland, whereas no difference in allelic
diversity was observed between the two populations (Table 1).
Finally, the expected heterozygosity and the allelic diversity of the
HV population was indistinguishable from the second mainland
Smygehuk population that had been subjected to genetic rescue
(Madsen et al. 2020; Table 2). No differences in allelic diversity
across the five samples from the three populations were observed.
Note that as SNPs are bi-allelic the maximum allelic diversity is 2.0.

The population genetic structure among the three populations
was distinct with no intermediate individuals, strongly suggesting
no admixture, i.e. a lack of gene flow among the three populations
(Fig. 3). Analyses of the fixation index (Fst), a measure of
population differentiation in genetic structure, revealed significant
divergence among the three populations (all pairwise compar-
isons p < 0.0001, based on 20,000 permutations, Table 2).
Together, these results strongly suggest no recent or contempor-
ary gene flow between HV and the two mainland populations.

Effective population size
Linkage disequilibrium analyses suggested a two-fold increase in
Ne from 1996 to 2017 (from 74.8 to 157.9) but based on capture-
mark-recapture results only a slight increase in estimated
population size was observed over this period (from 112 to 138;
Table 3).

Fig. 2 Annual number of adult male adders captured, estimated annual adult male numbers, with associated 95% confidence intervals
and estimated total number of reproductive adders (see methods for its calculation). The horizontal blue line depicts the duration of the
bottleneck.

Table 1. Sample size (n), observed heterozygosity (Ho), expected heterozygosity (He), allelic diversity (AD) among the three populations Hallands
Väderö (HV) Torekov (T) and Smygehuk (S) measured across different points in time and p values for pairwise comparisons of expected
heterozygosity and allelic diversity.

n HO He HV 1996 HV 2017 AD HV 1996 HV 2017

HV 1996 18 0.245 0.239 1.868

HV 2017 18 0.247 0.239 He p= 0.4790 1.868 AD p= 0.6823

T 2019–2020 12 0.224 0.219 He p < 0.0001 He p= <0.0001 1.769 AD p= 0.2655 AD p= 0.8371

S 2005 18 0.247 0.240 He p= 0.4288 He p= 0.4146 1.931 AD p= 0.6294 AD p= 0.4525

S 2017 18 0.246 0.243 He p= 0.0519 He p= 0.0504 1.900 AD p= 0.4415 AD p= 0.6550

Table 2. Among population fixation index (Fst) across the three
populations.

Hallands Väderö Smygehuk

Hallands Väderö

Smygehuk 0.2010

Torekov 0.1818 0.2110
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Based on the body length of adders captured in 1996 and 2017
the population consisted of four major age cohorts (Madsen and
Shine 1994). As adder generation time is 3 years (Madsen and
Shine 1994), the average number of age cohorts/generation ratio
was 1.3, which according to Waples et al. (2014) would generate a
low bias caused by the effect of overlapping generations in the
two observed effective population size estimates.
The harmonic mean of the estimated reproductive population

size during the 14-year bottleneck was 25 (see Supplementary
Information Table S2) and the harmonic mean Ne/N ratio for 1996
and 2017 was 0.84 (calculated from Table 1), similar to the mean
Ne observed in 16 vertebrates presented in Table S1 in Waples
et al. (2014).
This suggests a mean bottleneck Ne of 21 (i.e. 25 × 0.84). We

estimated the expected reduction in heterozygosity of the
bottleneck using the method described by Frankham et al.
(2010), i.e. [1−1/(2Ne)]t, where t depicts number of generations. As
generation time in adders is 3 years, the 14-year bottleneck
covered 4.7 generations (i.e. 14/3) and the expected reduction in
heterozygosity was 0.0893, from 0.239 in 1996 to 0.217 in 2017.
However, despite this expected 9% decline in heterozygosity, no
reduction in heterozygosity was observed (Table 1).
We subsequently simulated the loss of heterozygosity caused

by the bottleneck with an Ne of 21 for 4.7 generations (based on
10,000 simulations, see methods and Supplementary Information
for details and simulation code). The model results were similar to
the theoretical expected loss of heterozygosity, i.e. 0.0886 vs.
0.0893, respectively. The 95% confidence interval ranged from
0.0860 to 0.0904 and did not include zero. Importantly, to ensure
that our result was not based on a potential bias in our estimate of
Ne, we re-ran the simulation for an Ne= 42 (based on the
maximum bias of 50%, estimated from Fig. 6 (excluding
mosquitoes) in Waples et al. 2014), which resulted in a mean
loss of heterozygosity of 0.0941 (95% confidence interval
0.0931–0.0949; see Supplementary Information Fig. S2). In
summary, all three approaches yielded an expected reduction of

heterozygosity of ~9% while the empirical data showed no such
decline.

Modelling the effects of polyandry and random vs. non-
random fertilisation
At all three levels of initial heterozygosity, our modelling showed
that polyandry in combination with random fertilisation resulted
in a temporal decrease of heterozygosity (Fig. 4a–c). At low and
intermediate levels of initial heterozygosity both non-random
intermediate fertilisation and non-random high levels of fertilisa-
tion showed an initial increase in heterozygosity and thereafter a
stable level (Fig. 4d, e, g, h). Finally, at high levels of initial
heterozygosity and non-random intermediate fertilisation there
was a tendency for reduction in heterozygosity (Fig. 4f). However,
at non-random high levels of fertilisation the level of hetero-
zygosity remained stable (Fig. 4i).

DISCUSSION
The importance of genetic diversity and genotypic diversity on
population viability has been documented in numerous studies
(Roelke et al. 1993; Lacy 1997; Reed et al. 2003; Frankham 2005b;
Foerster et al. 2007; Markert et al. 2010; Allentoft and O’Brien 2010;
Madsen et al. 2020; Scott et al. 2020), but see Teizeria and Huber
(2021), and, as mentioned above, reduced genetic diversity may
increase the risk of populations becoming subjected to inbreeding
depression and concomitant increased risk of extinction (Charles-
worth and Charlesworth 1987; Roelke et al. 1993; Madsen et al.
1996; Saccheri et al. 1998; Ujvari et al. 2002; Frankham 2005a;
Hedrick et al. 2019; Kyriazis et al. 2020). Therefore, how small
population size and low population genetic diversity will impact
on long-term population viability has been and continues to be a
central question in conservation genetics (Mace and Lande 1991;
Ellstrand and Elam 1993; Lynch et al. 1995). Conservation genetics
studies have suggested that an effective population size (Ne) of
1000 is required to maintain long-term population viability/
survival (Frankham et al. 2014) and therefore estimates of Ne have
been advocated to be imperative in predicting estimates of long-
term population viability (Frankham et al. 2014).
Our two estimates of Ne of the HV adder population were based

on molecular linkage disequilibrium (Hill 1981; Waples 2006). The
first estimate was based on samples collected in 1996, prior to a
14-year decline in adder numbers, and the second estimate from
samples collected in 2017 when adder numbers had recovered to
numbers similar to that recorded in 1996. Our estimates of Ne in
1996 was about half that recorded in 2017 (74.9 and 157.9),
whereas our estimates on the population’s expected heterozyg-
osity and allelic diversity in 1996 and 2017 were identical and well
below clearly below the 1000 suggested to be required to
maintain long-term population viability/survival by Frankham
et al. (2014).
As mentioned above, population genetic modelling in Parreira

and Chikhia (2015) showed how species living in social groups
were able to maintain high genotypic diversity without invoking
sex-biased dispersal or inbreeding avoidance mechanisms.
Adders, however, do not live in social groups and females mate
with any male able to access the female (Madsen et al. 1992).
Moreover, the modelling by Parreira and Chikhia (2015) and by
Parriera et al. (2020) did not include active inbreeding avoidance
mechanisms whereas our modelling estimated the genetic effects

Fig. 3 PCA biplot of the first two principal component analyses of
the Euclidean genetic distances among individuals from the three
populations. Each data point is 1 individual.

Table 3. Sample size (n), estimated effective population size (Ne), confidence interval, estimated population size (N), estimated census population
size (N) and ratio of effective population size and estimated population on Hallands Väderö in 1996 and 2017 (see methods of calculating estimates).

n Ne Conf. interval Est. pop size (N) Ne/N

Hallands Väderö 1996 18 74.8 44.8–195.1 112 0.67

Hallands Väderö 2017 18 157.9 103.6–320.8 138 1.14
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of non-random fertilisation based on male–female genetic
similarity i.e., inbreeding avoidance. Our modelling showed that
random fertilisation resulted in gradual temporal reduction in
heterozygosity, whereas non-random fertilisation promoted and
maintained long-term levels of heterozygosity. The results of the
model are consistent with the empirical data, which shows that
despite its small population size and lack of gene flow, the HV
population has been able to maintain a higher level of
heterozygosity and allelic diversity than the Torekov mainland
adders, where adders commonly occur along a 15 km coastline
(Madsen pers. obs.). At the same time the level of heterozygosity
and allelic diversity at HV is similar to that of the Smygehuk
population, which was subject to genetic rescue resulting in a
significantly increased heterozygosity, from 0.170 prior to the
rescue to a mean of 0.242 after the rescue (Madsen et al. 2020).
High genetic diversity of small populations has also been recorded
in other taxa such as blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) (Torres-
Florez et al. 2014), white-tailed eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla) (Hailer
et al. 2006), copper redhorse (Moxostoma hubbsi) (Lippé et al.
2006) and Drosophila melanogaster (Schou et al. 2017). In blue
whale, white-tailed eagle and copper redhorse the maintenance of
genetic diversity has been suggested to be caused by long

generation time. As the generation time in adders is 3 years
(Madsen and Shine 1994), we find it unlikely that this demo-
graphic parameter underpins the island’s adder population’s high
level of heterozygosity and allelic diversity genetic diversity. In
Drosophila melanogaster Schou et al. (2017) suggested that
maintenance of genetic diversity was caused by “associative
overdominance, driven by disfavoured homozygosity of recessive
deleterious alleles”. The latter hence suggests a somewhat similar
scenario to that provided in the present study.
A major temporal reduction in population size, i.e., a population

bottleneck, has been shown to reduce genetic diversity and hence
reduce a population’s evolutionary potential (Keller et al. 1994;
Frankham et al. 1999; Kuo and Janzen 2004; Price and Hadfield 2014;
Sonsthagen et al. 2017). From 1996 to 1997 adder numbers on the
island dropped dramatically and remained low until 2010. Major
declines in prey availability have been shown to result in emaciation,
reduced survival, and concomitant population reduction in water
python (Liasis fuscus) (Ujvari et al. 2016). However, the HV adders
captured during the 14-year bottleneck were not emaciated,
strongly suggesting that the bottleneck was not caused by a
reduction of field voles (Microtus agrestis), which constitutes the
main prey of adult adders on the island (pers. obs). Moreover, no

Fig. 4 Simulated temporal evolution of heterozygosity in nine populations of adders over a period of 100 years varying across three
levels of initial heterozygosity (low, medium and high) and three levels of mating (random, non-random intermediate fertilisation and
non-random high fertilisation, see Fig. 1). Each panel depicts the median (red line), 25–75 percentile range (dark pink area) and min–max
range (light pink area) across 100 simulations. Panels depict different levels of fertilisation. a–c Random fertilisation with heterozygosity
ranging from low to high, d, e non-random intermediate fertilisation with heterozygosity ranging from low to high, and g–i non-random high
fertilisation with heterozygosity ranging from low to high.
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other apparent habitat changes occurred on HV potentially
explaining the bottleneck. While the cause of the bottleneck is thus
still unclear, our analyses suggest that genetic drift should have
resulted in a 9% reduction in heterozygosity. However, our empirical
data did not show any reduction of heterozygosity from 1996 to
2017. We therefore suggest that the adders’ ability to maintain a
high level of heterozygosity was due to the positive genetic effects
of polyandry in combination with non-random fertilisation. This
explanation is also supported by the outcome of our modelling of
the effects of polyandry and random vs. non-random fertilisation.
Importantly, our modelling also showed that if a population is

subjected to extremely low levels of heterozygosity, polyandry
and non-random fertilisation, this will not enhance heterozygosity
to sufficient levels to maintain long-term viability. Genetically
eroded populations like the Smygehuk adder population, initially
suffering from severe inbreeding depression (Madsen et al. 1996)
may therefore require genetic rescue to increase their genetic
diversity to a level where polyandry and non-random fertilisation
may maintain long-term genetic viability (Madsen et al. 2020).
Presently, numerous species are threatened due to low population

numbers, concomitant reduced genetic diversity and the negative
effects of stochastic processes such as genetic drift (Lande 1976).
Climate change is predicted to increase the frequency of extreme
environmental perturbations (Easterling et al. 2000; Parmesan et al.
2000) and the associated negative effects on population demogra-
phy resulting in an increased risk of extinction (Thibault and Brown
2008; Ujvari et al. 2016). The positive effects on heterozygosity of
polyandry in combination with non-random fertilisation observed in
adders and numerous other taxa (see references in the introduction),
may therefore provide a glimmer of hope that some of the presently
threatened taxa, expressing similar genetic diversity to that observed
in adders on Hallands Väderö, may therefore be able to survive the
ongoing 6th extinction (Ceballosa et al. 2017). This notion warrants
further in-depth studies into the prevalence and extent of polyandry
and non-random fertilisation in other organisms.

CONCLUSION
The positive effects of polyandry and non-random fertilisation on
population genetic diversity have been largely ignored in
conservation genetics theory/analyses. Our study suggests that
the positive genetic effects of polyandry in combination with non-
random fertilisation should be considered when predicting long-
term survival of small populations.

DATA AVAILABILITY
SNP data used in the analyses, unfiltered and filtered as per Methods, have been
deposited on DRYAD (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.73n5tb31c).
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